pdQ SELECT BY PATCRAFT
PATCRAFT OFFERS MORE THAN 500 PDQ (PRODUCTS DELIVERED QUICKLY) TODAY. FROM THOSE OFFERINGS, WE HAVE SELECTED PRODUCTS FOR INCLUSION IN OUR PDQ SELECT PROGRAM WHICH ARE OUTLINED IN THIS CATALOG. THIS COORDINATED SYSTEM OF PDQ PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN COMPILED INTO MODULAR AND BROADLOOM OFFERINGS, EACH OF WHICH IS PRESENTED IN ITS OWN ARCHITECT FOLDER IN THE SAME, FIVE COLOR WAYS.
pdQ SELECT
LEVEL 2

EASTERN FAÇADE
EASY ON THE EYES
EXPERIENCE
FUTURA
ORBITAL
SCHOLASTIC II
SUBURBAN ABSTRACT

24" x 24"

MODULAR

ORBITAL in modern (550) | TAUPE PALETTE
SUBURBAN ABSTRACT in tunnel (550) | GREY PALETTE
SCHOLASTIC II in finals (525) | WHEAT PALETTE
EXPERIENCE in epiphany (200) | WHEAT PALETTE
EASY ON THE EYES I0227

ACADEMIC PROBATION I0125

SOLUTION I0291

TRANSIT I0515
pdQ SELECT LEVEL 3

COLOR YOUR WORLD
FLEX
SOCRATES II
SPEAK IN COLOR
VIVID

SOCRATES in gallery grey (526) | BLACK PALETTE

SPEAK IN COLOR in gallery grey (526) | GREY PALETTE

VIVID in power (592) | BLACK PALETTE
FORMWORK
LINEA 2
RISE
RUN
SCAFFOLD
SLOPE

pdQ SELECT LEVEL 4

FORMWORK
LINEA 2
RISE
RUN
SCAFFOLD
SLOPE

MODULAR
24" x 24"
12" x 48"
COLOR YOUR WORLD
in color contrast (526)
| GREY PALETTE

BIG SPLASH!
I0164

COLOR YOUR WORLD
I0131

COLOR YOUR WORLD
I0131

NIGHT MOVES
I0129

SLEEPWALKING
00450

HEADLINES II
00418

DIVE-SHEET
00454

COLOR ELEMENT
00448

HEADLINES II
00448

ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ
48402

BLUE PALETTE
BROADLOOM LV 3

COLOR YOUR WORLD
in smashing (506)
| GREY PALETTE

HEADLINES II
in four minute mile (48502)
| GREY PALETTE
**MONOLITHIC QUARTER TURN BRICK**

**SCAFFOLD in foundation (580)**

**INSTALLATION** INFORMATION FOR ALL PDQ MODULAR AND BROADLOOM PRODUCTS CAN BE FOUND ON PATCRAFT.COM, OR BY CONTACTING PATCRAFT CUSTOMER CONNECT AT 800.241.4014 OR INFO@PATCRAFT.COM.